The analysis of well-known studies in modelling conditions for water hammers in equipment and components of pipeline systems has revealed that definition of conditions and parameters of water hammers in the transonic modes of single-and two-phase flows (at a speed of propagation of acoustic disturbances) is the least studied problem.
U sually the water hammer (WH) means pulse highamplitude hydrodynamic impact on equipment/ elements of pipeline systems. WHs can significantly affect reliability, operability, a vibration state and wear of the equipment of nuclear power plants (NPP) . A lot of research is devoted to definition of the reasons, conditions and consequences of WH in the single-phase flow modes (for example, [1 -10] , etc.). The accelerated closing of armature, inertia of the head-flow characteristic of pumps, resonant effects, etc. is considered as basic reasons of WHs. Generally, WH in single-phase flows is a result of different kinds of high-amplitude oscillatory or aperiodic hydrodynamic instability (for example, [9, 10] ).
Inhomogeneity of a flow structure, intensive processes of an interphase heat and mass exchange and other factors (for example, [11 -16] , etc.) that are a result of different kinds of oscillatory and aperiodic thermohydrodynamic instability of two-phase flows are basic reasons of WHs in two-phase flows.
The problem of WHs in two-phase transonic flows at the speed close to sonic speed (or the speed of propagation of acoustic disturbances) is the least studied. Feature of this phenomenon is that under certain conditions sonic speed in the steamliquid medium can be much less than in a steam (for example, [12, 15] ). When flow rate exceeds sonic speed there is a sharp stagnation of flow and kinetic energy of a flow transfers into WH pulse energy -"condensation shock". The transonic flow modes can be in the minimum throat areas of the equipment and elements of pipeline systems at NPP. Therefore modelling of WH conditions in transonic flows is an actual problem.
Basic provisions and results of modelling of water hammers in transonic flows
The pipeline system with the local hydrodynamic resistance (armature, throttle devices, pumps/compressors, etc.) with the variable throat area of a two-phase steam-liquid flow is modelled (Fig. 1 ). The adiabatic flashing flow in setting of the local hydrodynamic resistance (LHR) is modelled in one-dimensional and quasi-stationary approximation. Frictional pressure drops of a flow into LHR are negligible. The two-phase flow into LHR has homogeneous equilibrium structure. The single-phase medium (steam) is a special case of the considered model. 
where ν, P are speed and pressure of a two-phase homogeneous flow, respectively, ρ (R, x) is density of a two-phase flow, i(R, x) is specific enthalpy of a two-phase flow, and x is mass steam content of a two-phase flow. After transformations, the decisions (1) -(6) in a criteria format:
Criteria of flow transonic modes:
is sonic speed in a twophase homogeneous equilibrium flow, and r = i v -i 1 is latent heat of steam generation. The found decisions (7) -(10) are resulted in followings: pressure and steam content of a flow decrease longwise the channel, and flow rate increases in convergent section of LHR (Κ Π < 0). When flow rate reaches transonic values (Μ → 1), modules of flow rate gradients increase sharply; and when flow rate reaches transonic mode (Μ = 1), there is the subsequent sharp stagnation of a flow (ν → 0) and the local pulse growth of pressure and condensation of a steamliquid flow ("condensation shock" as a result of aperiodic thermohydrodynamic instability of the transonic modes of steam-liquid flows). Thus, a necessary condition for WH on the equipment of pipeline systems in the transonic modes of two-phase flows is:
For modelling the WH parameters (a hydrodynamic load ΔP g , rates of change of P and ν), it is reputed that when stagnation kinetic energy of a two-phase flow transfers into energy of "condensation shock". Then the balance equations of mass, pressure pulse and energy into "condensation shock":
where t is time, ν с is LHR output flow rate, L is channel length before the section of the transonic mode, and ΔP g (t) is amplitude of a hydrodynamic load for WH. Initial conditions for WH (M = 1):
Assumed conservatively (i.e. reliability margin) that WH processes are isothermal, steam condensation is "instantaneous", and a flow rate after "condensation shock" against a LHR input flow rate is negligible, after transformation (13) -(16) in a criteria form are:
For initial conditions 
Sufficient condition for WH in the transonic modes of a two-phase steam-liquid flow is:
Against traditional approach for definition of hydrodynamic WH loads due to increase in local hydrodynamic resistances (for example, Zhukovskiy formula [1] ), the found decisions consider:
Necessary and sufficient conditions for WH (12), (24) and the corresponding amplitudes of hydrodynamic loads on the equipment and elements of pipeline systems in case of two-phase steam-liquid flows, Transfer of kinetic energy of a flow stagnation to WH pulse energy.
The latter provision determines much greater estimated hydrodynamic WH loads against Zhukovskiy formula [1] .
Generally, numerical methods of modelling are useful to decide (7) Consequently, we found that flow rate and steam content increase longwise a convergent section, and pressure decreases. When flow rate reaches transonic values (Μ → 1), modules of gradients of flow rate and pressure increase significantly; and when transonic mode is reached in the minimum section of LHR Π min (Μ = 1), there is "condensation shock" followed by the local pulse growth of pressure and a flow stagnation. Thus, a necessary condition for WH is generated because of aperiodic instability in transonic two-phase (steam-liquid) flows. Fig. 2 presents the rated range of the initial key modelling criteria Κ ν and Κ Π met necessary and sufficient conditions for WH (12), (24) because of aperiodic instability in transonic adiabatic flashing steam-liquid flows.
Conclusions
1. The analysis of well-known studies in modelling of conditions for water hammers in equipment and elements of pipeline systems has found that definition of conditions and parameters of water hammers in the transonic modes of single-and two-phase flows (at a speed of propagation of acoustic disturbances) is the least studied problem.
2. The original method is proposed for determining the conditions and parameters of water hammers in transonic flow modes subject to the transition of the kinetic energy of the flow stagnation into the energy of the water hammer pulse.
3. It is found the simulated hydrodynamic loads in transonic modes can significantly exceed the corresponding known recommendations of N. Zhukovskiy.
4. The computational modelling of the equations of the proposed method has determined the range of the criteria for water hammers due to aperiodic thermohydrodynamic instability in transonic flow modes.
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